DBB Compensation Plan
DBB has created a compensation plan that is
simple to understand, easy to earn, and built to last!
You have the opportunity to double your BitCoin as
quickly as you would like with our dynamic referral program.

Fast Start Bonus
Level 1 - 5%
Level 2 - 3%
Level 3 - 2%
Level 1 Example:
You make 10 personal sales at the DB5 Package ( 1 BTC Level)
1 BTC (DB5 Package Price) x .05 (Level 1 Commission Rate) = .05 BTC
.05 BTC x 10 (Personal Sales) = .5 BTC Fast Start Bonus
Level 2 Example:
The 10 people that just purchased the package from you each make 2
personal sales at the DB5 Package (1 BTC Level).
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10 (your personally sponsored people) x 2 (their personal sales) = 20
New Level 2 Sales
20 (Level 2 Sales) x .03 (Level 2 Commissions Rate) = .6 BTC Fast Start
Bonus
Level 3 Example:
Now the 20 people on Level 2 just make 2 personal sales at the DB5
Level
20 (Level 2 Members) x 2 (Sales) = 40 New Sales
40 (New Level 3 Sales) x .02 (Level 3 Commission Rate) = .8 BTC Fast
Start Bonus
Payment Cycle = Paid Daily at Midnight EST
In order to quality for the Fast Start Bonus you must have personal
sales volume equal to or greater than the package you own

Binary Pay
Step 1: To earn Binary Pay you must qualify by making two personal
sales. One sale must be on the right side of your binary, and one sale
on the left side of your binary, at any package level. Once you
complete this qualification you are now fully qualified to earn Binary
Pay. You are only required to qualify one time.
Step 2: To earn Binary Pay you will take all of the volume on your
right and left legs, and combine it. The volume on the weaker leg will
then be multiplied by the percentage of the package you choose to
purchase.
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For Example:
If you are the owner of the D5 Package (1 BTC) level than you have a
Binary Pay percentage of 9%.

200
Binary Payment of 9BTC (9%) paid on
the right leg (weaker leg)

As you can see, you have 100 BTC volume on the left side of your
binary and 200 BTC volume on your right side. Since 100 BTC is the
weaker leg, you will subtract 100 BTC from both the left and right
side of the binary.
Total Binary Volume for Pay Period = 100 BTC (weaker leg volume) x
9% = 9 BTC Binary Pay
This means you would be paid 9 BTC directly to your personal BTC
wallet! Also you will still have 100 BTC rollover to the next pay
period from the right side of your binary!
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*All Binary Pay will be made Daily at Midnight EST
*The minimum daily withdraw amount is .03 BTC
* Refer to the maximum daily binary pay on the packages listed
below
DBB Packages:
DB1

DB2

DB3

DB4

Price

.01 BTC

.025 BTC

0.1 BTC

.5 BTC

Binary Pay

3%

4%

5%

8%

Max Daily Pay

.02 BTC

.05 BTC

.2 BTC

1 BTC

DB5

DB6

DB7

DB8

Price

1 BTC

2 BTC

3 BTC

5 BTC

Binary Pay

9%

10%

11%

12%

Max Daily Pay

2 BTC

4 BTC

6 BTC

10 BTC

Trading Bonus
DBB has designed a Trading Bonus that is paid directly to your wallet
daily after you purchase your package. All that is required by you is
to decide which package works best for your budget. Once you
purchase a package you will begin to automatically accumulate
earnings between .25% and 2% daily. This percentages is announced
on the 15th of each month for the next 30 days. It is determined by
the profits accumulated by our Sports Trading and Crypto Trading
returns.
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Here is an example of the way the Trading Bonus can work for you:
You purchase the DB5 Package, which is priced at 1 BTC.
For this month DBB announced a 1.2% daily percentage rate for our
members based on our Sports Trading and Cryptocurrency Trading
performance.
The Trading Bonus will work like this:
1 BTC (Your Package) x 1.2% (daily profit from sports and
cryptocurrency trading) = .012 (Daily Percentage)
Your Trading Bonus = .012 BTC Paid Daily to Your Wallet
Once your 1 BTC grows to 2 BTC (or doubles) you will have two
different options to choose from.
Option 1 - Reinvest your BTC into a package at the same value as
your original purchase or higher. This will need to be done within 24
hours of doubling. Once you do this your doubling period restarts.
There is no limit to the amount of times you do this.
Option 2 - If you would like you can take the BTC in your account,
and close your account.
The trading bonus will be paid out every 30 days from the time of
your purchase
The 15th of each month the company will announce the daily
percentage that will be paid for the next 30 days based on the profits
from our Sports Trading and Crypto Trading.
It will be a minimum of .25% and a maximum of 2% daily, directly to
your wallet.
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DBB has made it possible for all of our members to earn the Trading
Bonus. We have also taken it a step further to reward those members
who are actively building their business. You simply need to choose if
you would like the Minimum Trading Bonus or the Maximum Trading
Bonus!
Option 1 -”Minimum Trading Bonus”
All accounts will be paid a minimum of .25% daily Trading Bonus.
This will be paid daily. There is no qualification for this bonus. All
packages are eligible to earn the Minimum Trading Bonus.
Option 2 - “Maximum Trading Bonus”
On the 15th of each month DBB will release a “Maximum Trading
Bonus” to our members. To qualify for the maximum Trading Bonus
you are required to have personal volume equal to or greater than
the package you currently own. Once you are qualified you will earn
the maximum Trading Bonus which can equal as much as 2% daily!
This will be paid every day directly to your wallet.
For instance, if you own the DB5 (1 BTC Level) you could make one
personal sale at the DB5 level, or 2 sales a the DB4 (.5 BTC Level). As
long as your personal volume is equal to or greater than your own,
you are qualified to earn the maximum bonus.
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